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Abstract
Emotional priming extends the priming paradigm to the field of emotion,
which not only deepens the traditional priming paradigm, but also promotes
the experimental study of emotion. There is a new development of automatic
activation of unconscious emotions and attitudes, that is, the subjects did not
know that the priming stimulus had been presented. His research is of great
significance in promoting the research of attitude in the field of emotion and
social cognition. As a new extension of the research paradigm of unconscious
emotional priming, the paper mainly discusses the contribution of this research
paradigm to the field of emotion and social cognition, the existing problems
and the future research direction.
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1. Introduction
Priming effect has been one of the main experimental paradigms in cognitive
research. Recent studies have found that when priming and detecting stimuli have
the same emotional color, the subjects’ responses are different from those of the
control group, which is called emotional priming. The existence of this phenomenon injects vitality into the study of emotion and finds an experimental paradigm for the study of emotion [1]. The study of emotional priming began in the
early 1980s and involves both conscious and unconscious priming. Unconscious
emotions start previously rendered below the threshold stimulation (usually with
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emotional words or images), or take a masking stimulus presentation styles, interval after a certain period of time, enter the test stage, is to try and start the
stimulus of the same or related perform a task, or with the launch of a new stimulus has nothing to do perform this task as a baseline measurement of operation, old and new stimulus is adopted to improve the operating performance, as
a result of difference constitutes the repeated start measuring [2]. At present, the
emotional activation of implicit memory, implicit memory, the naming or judgment of people or things, and so on. Priming is also known as “subliminal priming” because priming occurs so quickly that it cannot be consciously perceived.

2. Unconscious Emotional Priming Occurs
2.1. The Concept of Unconscious Priming
One of the classic experiments on subliminal emotional priming: Murphy and
Zajone’s (1993) judgment preference experiment. Illiterate subjects were then
presented with a picture of a positive or negative face for four milliseconds, followed by a Chinese character and asked to judge whether it was “good” or “bad”.
The results were as follows: the subjects were more likely to assign the meaning
of “good” to the words of the happy emoticons, and the meaning of “bad” to the
words of the angry emoticons. If the expression time of the picture was changed
to 1000 milliseconds, the subjects consciously perceived the expression, and the
definition of words was rarely affected by the facial expression. Similarly, at the
behavioral level, Bargh and Pietromonaco asked participants to perform a task
that required concentration. The subjects were presented with words related to
the hostile nature of the personality, then asked to read a description of the person, and then asked to rate the person. The results showed that the more hostile
words the subjects were presented with in advance, the more negative their
evaluation of the target was. On the physiological level, when Ohman and Soars
studied the unconscious anxiety of phobia patients, they presented a neutral
picture of patients with ophiophobia and their normal faces, and measured their
electrodermal responses [3]. Images of snakes, spiders, flowers and mushrooms
were shown for 30 milliseconds before the images were rendered. The results
showed that subjects with a fear of snakes had significantly lower skin resistance
in the snake-led test [4].
A study by Winkielman, Berridge, and Wilbarger (2005) expands on the traditional concept of “unconscious emotions.” In this study, Winkielman et al. proposed that the occurrence of such emotions is an unconscious process when emotions are detected indirectly by behavior or physiological measurement and individuals have no accompanying conscious emotional experience. They asked participants to rate whether they were hungry or hungry. They were then presented
with a subliminal series of emotional emojis (happy, neutral and angry). Then,
the subjects were asked to judge the gender of the neutral faces presented on the
threshold. After completing the gender determination task, the subjects were
randomly divided into two groups. One group rated their current emotional experience (mood and arousal), followed by beverage consumption or beverage
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price evaluation. The other group had the opposite order. The final results support Winkielma and Berridge (2004)’s earlier view that the emotional responses
of thirsty subjects inferred from subliminal emotional stimuli and fruity beverage consumption behaviors are unconscious [5].
According to Fazio’s pioneering research, emotional priming is an automatic
processing process. First, he found that there was an emotional priming of the
priming stimulus at 300 ms of SOA presentation time. Second, subliminal priming also produces emotional priming. At present, there is an experimental separation between suprarenal and subliminal emotional priming.

2.2. Unconscious Emotion Primes Paradigm
2.2.1. Wiens Model
The so-called “Wiens model”, namely the information processing model of unconscious emotions proposed by Wiens and Ohman [6], indicates two meanings
of unconscious emotions: 1) the subjects are not aware of the emotional inducers, for example, they do not know why they are “angry”; 2) the subjects were
not aware of the occurrence of the induced emotions, such as whether they were
“angry or not”.
2.2.2. Background Masking Paradigm
Masking technology mainly includes three paradigms: background masking, sandwich masking and energy masking. They have the same principle as the target,
among which background masking is the most widely used [6]. The background
masking technique is emphasized here. As defined by Carlson and Reinke (2010),
the stimulus initially presented in background masking technology (i.e., the priming stimulus) is quickly masked by the stimulus subsequently presented (i.e., the
masking stimulus). “Masking stimuli” are thought to interfere with the processing
of “primes” in the sensory cortex, thereby impeding or even replacing the representation of primes [7]. Hendler et al. (2003) proposed that background masking
technique can effectively control the level of consciousness of emotional stimuli
[8]. Pessoa (2005) it was pointed out that the threshold of individual consciousness was reached if the masking stimulus presented 30 ms [9]. Unconscious emotions may be induced when the presence of emotional priming is less than 30 ms.
2.2.3. Experimental Dissociation of Affective Priming
Wong et al. (2003) pointed out that the sensitivity of threshold and subliminal
emotional priming to the repeated presentation of stimuli is different, and the
latter is more sensitive to repetitive stimuli, and the differences in priming effects caused by different emotional titer priming stimuli are also different in different types of emotional priming effects [10].
Musch proposed that in the supraliminal emotional priming, a higher proportion of consistent valences of initiation stimulus and target stimulus produced a
more pronounced emotional priming than a lower proportion of consistent valences, while subliminal emotion priming did not have this phenomenon. Greenwald et al. showed that the inconsistent word-pair relationship of the previous
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trial reduced the level of emotion priming of the next trial, but not influence the
degree of subliminal emotional priming [11]. In 1993, Barrs and McCovern, using a contrastive analysis technique, found that the effects of subliminal emotion
priming even outweighed the effects of supraliminal emotional priming. Although
these two priming belongs to semantic priming, but the behavioral and electrophysiological evidences had shown the experimental dissociation of consciousness and unconsciousness.

3. The Factors Influence the Unconscious Emotion Priming
3.1. The Sandwich Masking of Priming Stimuli
Zheng (2003) does not immediately evaluate the emotional intensity after presenting emotional or non-emotional stimuli, but asks the participants complete
certain tasks first. If an emotional stimulus picture appears, participants should
distinguish how much color does the picture contains in two minutes; if it is a
non-emotional stimulus (triangle or ellipse), participants should determine which
area is larger within two minutes. The results found that the masked picture produced a significant unconscious emotional priming effect [12].
In the Murphy and Zajone study, words or visual shape stimuli were used. Words
were used as emotional masking stimuli, and shapes were used as non-emotional
masking stimuli. Participants’ emotional records were self-evaluated. It was found
that the masked emotional words had a significant priming effect [13]. Ellis et al.
stimulated participants’ sadness and neutral emotions through masked words,
and then asked the participants to evaluate whether the sentences were simple or
complex. The assessment stage presented the sentences at a rate of 7 seconds or
10 seconds per sentence (Participants don’t know if you want to recall the target
word after evaluating the sentence). After evaluating the sentence, immediately
present the sentence without the target word and ask to recall the target word.
The results show that if sentences are presented at a speed of 7 seconds per sentence, there is a priming effect of sad emotions on the removal of the target words
(in simple and complex sentences), and if the sentences are presented at a speed
of 10 seconds, there is a priming effect of sad emotions on the removal of the
target words (just in simple Sentence).This shows that the time effect of unconscious emotion priming is reflected in different tasks of diverse difficulties [14].

3.2. Reaction Window Technology
In the study of Klinger et al., subjects were required to perform indirect and direct tasks, and the results were analyzed by regression procedure. In the indirect
task, the presentation time of the anterior masking stimulus, the prime word and
the posterior masking stimulus were respectively 150 ms, 50 ms and 17 ms, followed by the target stimulus of 333 ms, and the response window of 133 ms after
the target stimulus was presented, which was indicated by the black exclamation
mark. After the reaction window time is exhausted, the black exclamation mark
turns red and remains on the screen until the subject responds, and the subject is
DOI: 10.4236/oalib.1106284
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required to evaluate the emotional potency of the target stimulus as soon as possible before the exclamation mark turns red [15]. The intercept size in the regression program represents the magnitude of the priming effect at the unconscious
level of the priming stimulus. Research shows that the intercept effect reaches a
significant level, indicating the existence of subliminal emotional priming effect.

3.3. Emotional Simon Paradigm
In Houwer’s (1998) research, nouns and adjectives with different emotional valences were asked to perform pronunciation tasks (naming or pronunciation of
target stimuli) according to the grammatical classification of words. For example,
the target stimulus belonging to nouns are named “positive” or “flower”, while
the target stimulus belonging to adjectives are named “negative” or “cancer”.
The study shows that the response time of matching relationship between stimulation titer and emotional valence (such as a bee is a positive titer) is shorter
than non-matching relationship (e.g., a cockroach is a negative titer). In other
words, the response time of valence nouns is shorter than that of negative valence nouns, and the response time of negative valence adjectives is shorter than
that of positive valence adjectives [16]. Even though the experimenter explicitly
instructed the subjects to ignore the emotional valence of the words, there was
still a significant emotional activation phenomenon. Simon and Rudell (1967)
reported the first Simon-type effect, participants are shown the left and right auditory words through the left and right speakers of the headset. They press a left
or right key according to the meaning of the word, but ignore where it appears.
The main finding is that participants cannot ignore the position of words: even
though the positions of words change randomly, they cannot provide information about stimulus characteristics or responses, but if the position of words
corresponds spatially to the response, the speed of the participants will be faster.
See Figure 1 for details.

Figure 1. The designs of Simon and Rudell (1967) and Simon and Small
(1969) and their theoretical implications.
DOI: 10.4236/oalib.1106284
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4. The Effect of Unconscious Emotion Priming on Attention,
Memory and Judgment
4.1. The Effect of Unconscious Emotion Priming on Attention
Bruner (1994) [17] and Jennifer (1999) believe that information with similar
emotional stimuli is more attractive to processors. When individuals pay more
attention to a certain emotion change, it will be more noticeable to processors
once this subtle emotion reappears in the later cognitive process.
Recent studies have shown that unconsciously fearful faces can be processed
even under non-attentional conditions (Wang et al., 2012) [18]. Many studies
have shown that: mammals (including humans) can unconsciously process emotional sensory stimuli (Panksepp, 2010) [19]. “Unconscious processing” of emotional stimuli can induce instinctive emotional behaviors in individuals (MacLean,
1990) [20]. Some researches on unconscious emotional priming on attention mainly focus on the unconscious level of individuals, while there are few researches on
the level of consciousness or attention. Future researches may extend to the influence of unconscious emotional priming on attention.

4.2. The Effect of Unconscious Emotion Priming on Memory
4.2.1. Breakthrough of Unconscious Emotion in Subliminal Emotional
Priming
Dietrich and Waller (2001) found that the subjects’ negative and positive effects
were significantly stronger than that of the neutral emotional words, 450 to 650
MS after receiving the stimulation when they study the influence of emotional
components on the recognition behavior in the stimulation, that is, unconscious
emotion has significant impact on semantic memory. Windmann and Kutas’s
(2001) research shows that emotional stimuli can cause “bias” in the process of
cognitive memory, which means whether or not the stimulus object reappears, it
responds “previously”, the frontal cortex will relax the recognition threshold for
negative emotional objects [21].
4.2.2. Influence of Emotional Words and Cognitive Speed on
Unconscious Emotional Initiation
Challis and Krane’s research on the cognition speed of words in different initiation states found that the emotional states that are expected to be initiated, whether positive or negative, are faster than those in the neutral state [22]. Moreover,
the research of Wenture (2000) subliminal emotional relationship between target
stimulus for the target stimulus processing and its mechanism, when start the
stimulus in the experimental group and the emotional coloring of detecting target stimulus, while the control group in the start stimulating distractions for neutral stimulus, the experimental group to detect stimulation reaction time reaction than the control group significantly lengthened accordingly [23].
4.2.3. Stem Complement or Sentence Complement Research on
Unconscious Emotional Priming
The subjects were shown a list of words, a word list was displayed with stems of
DOI: 10.4236/oalib.1106284
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English words such as “wor …”, and the first word appeared in their heads to
complete the word. It was found that in the groups that induce unconscious
negative emotions or anxiety, depression patients use word and Worry to complete the stemming, while unconscious positive emotion inducers use work,
world, worm, etc. to complete more [24].

4.3. Research on Judgment of Unconscious Emotion
Ask participants to make emotional judgments about things (pictures or words)
with emotional stimuli. Povell and Hemsley found that when words or pictures
are presented to subjects at a rapid rate (below the threshold level), patients with
negative emotions (such as anxiety) and depression can easily identify neutral
words as negative words. This shows that unconscious negative emotions have a
semantic priming effect on understanding part-of-speech, but Macleod and Mathews (1991) noticed in the research that the above phenomenon only occurs
when people with depression or negative emotion inducers choose many targets.
Only one the target does not occur as described above [25].

5. Generating Mechanism and Main Models of Unconscious
Emotion Activation
5.1. The Theory of the Mechanism of Unconscious Emotion
Activation
The association theory of emotion and memory occupies an important position
in cognitive psychology. For a long time, both the initiation of unconscious emotion and the activation of conscious emotion have been carried out under its
theoretical framework.
5.1.1. Feeling Information Equivalence
In the case of insufficient information or short time, people tend to use emotional feelings instead of cognitive judgment. When there is insufficient information about the judgment or the time is short, the complicated judgment is transformed into the subject’s own emotional response to the goal. The emotional initiation that occurs is the subject’s “misreading” of previous feelings, and when
the source of such feelings is reasonably suspected, the information value of the
feelings diminishes.
5.1.2. Emotional Priority
This theory indicates that in the human psychological structure, the emotional
system that evaluates the meaning of the stimulus and the cognitive system that
recognizes and understands the meaning of the stimulus are separate and interact with each other, but there are differences in the conditions and time for the
effect. Emotional reactions require very few stimuli to appear and can occur in a
very fast time; emotions are an independently developed and constructed psychological building block with its specific independent functions.
DOI: 10.4236/oalib.1106284
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5.1.3. Automatic Diffusion Activation Theory
The theory of automatic diffusion activation tends to treat emotions as memories of a particular kind of knowledge, and emotional reactions are the states of
such memories when they are activated. All these processes can occur consciously
or automatically. When a pattern or schema is automatically activated to take effect, it appears as a subliminal emotional activation effect.

5.2. Other Models of Unconscious Emotion Activation
Many participants did not observe the emotional priming effect at the conscious
level. For this reason, some other models have been proposed for the influence
of emotion on behavior initiation: “attention model” and “additive model”.
5.2.1. Attention Model
This model is derived from the parallel reaction competition mechanism in the
unconscious mechanism. Participants will respond to the item, when an individual respond to a response item, when the evidence of a certain response item
exceeds a certain threshold. Mathew et al. (1998) tested subjects’ attention bias
that induced unconscious anxiety. The test material was threat words and stemming were performed. The results showed that both implicit and implicit subjects had attention bias towards threat words, but it is most significant at the implicit level, which proves that implicit memory is stronger than implicit memory
in the emotional priming effect [26].
5.2.2. Add Model
Jennifer (1999) believes that certain unconsciousness can induce the emergence
of specific emotional patterns in people, prompting people to produce a diffuse
emotional state. This state is added to other states through unconsciousness,
which initiates human behavior [27].

6. Summary and Outlook
At present, Chinese research on emotion activation is still at the stage of introducing foreign research examples, and there are few empirical studies on unconscious emotion activation. In general, there is a lack of in-depth discussions
on the effects of emotional activation time in China, such as the relationship
between emotional activation time, activation stimulus presentation time, and
activation effect in different age groups. The relationship between the effect of
subliminal emotional priming and decision-making, and the factors that affect
the decision-making problems encountered in life, need to further explore the
research of unconscious emotional priming.
The scope of unconscious emotion research is very wide, not only can be applied to the field of psychotherapy, such as creating a certain mood in psychoanalytic treatment can promote the recovery of this state-dependent memory. In
addition, the unconscious emotional initiation has a greater effect on psychological treatment. For example, during the treatment process, patients with emoDOI: 10.4236/oalib.1106284
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tional disorders can be guided to understand negative or positive words of both
sexes. If long-term training can make the emotionally disabled persons form an
automatic reaction process, it can target training of patients during the treatment
process to change the negative automatic response process to the information,
thereby eliminating anxiety symptoms [28]. Research initiated by unconscious
emotions also has a certain effect on personality. Domestic research on emotions
and personality is just beginning. The transformation of emotions and the discussion of sound personality is a realistic issue. The study of the effects of emotional unconscious initiation may provide a theoretical basis for clinical psychologists. Generally speaking, the subliminal emotional priming effect opens a
new path for the study of emotion and physiology, making the two more closely
related.
In general, the unconscious emotional priming paradigm is of great significance to promote the study of emotions and attitudes in the field of social cognition. As a new research paradigm, the unconscious emotional priming paradigm
opens up a new field for emotion research and provides new clues for studying
unconscious perception. In addition, unconscious emotional priming also provides new directions for the development of emotions and brain science.
Through the introduction of unconscious emotional priming, this article systematically sorts out the generating mechanism and influencing factors of unconscious emotional priming, and its influence on attention, memory, and judgment. Our literature summary shows that the unconscious emotional priming
paradigm can directly measure the impact of different emotional words on the
subject’s perception, attention, memory, etc., therefore, providing more intuitive
evidence for the impact of subliminal emotions on people. However, there is still
controversy about the generating mechanism and models of unconscious emotional priming, which may be a direction for future researches.
And this article has some limitations. Firstly, this article focused on the sources
of the unconscious emotional priming paradigm and its impact on attention,
memory, judgment, etc., but did not explore how unconscious emotional priming affects social decisions such as recruitment and fair distribution behavior. In
addition, there is no sufficient evidence on how the unconscious emotional priming would affect the human brain mechanism, therefore, this article has not systematically sorted it out. This may be an exploration direction for future literature.
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